
ARMageddon Assault
 

J u s t i n ' s
 

 
-ALL REST PERIODS BETWEEN SETS WILL BE :45
 
-THE REP SUGGESTIONS ARE MEANT FOR FAILURE TO OCCUR
BETWEEN THEM, NO PUSH NO TOOSH!

  
-Failure to achieve anything less than an 8RPE is a failure to execute
the workout properly. It should be an ferocious assault on your
biceps and triceps, not a stroll through the park.

  
-Focus on stretch and contractions. FEEL your bicep completely
stretch and fire, same with tricep

  
-Train heavy f*ck an excuse or any BS. Train heavy, FORCE your body
to change

  
-Before you start the workout, you should have a HARD SWEAT
achieved.

  
-Stretch muscles worked for :10 after each set. This is important

  
 

Proper Arm Training:
-Training arms is ALL ABOUT the stretch

and contraction. Notice I didn't say
momentum. Your elbow should be locked

into a very small obtainable motion
throughout movement. 

  
-WATCH your muscles work - watch the

stretch and contraction. Feel them BURN.
Arm training should hurt

  
-Don't think about the weight. Grip it and
put your mind in your muscle. Too many

focus on moving a weight and not
contracting the muscle. Not us.

  
       
 
 

1- Tricep Dips (use bench if
dips can't be achieved on dip

bar)
 SS with:

 Rope Cable Curl (pin those
elbows!) 3x15-20 (or until

failure on the dips)
  

2- DB Preacher Curl (arm
should be laying flat on pad)

 SS with:
 Close Grip Bench (Keep

elbows tucked) 3x12
 

***ALL SETS SHOULD BE A 2
SECOND ECCENTRIC. 2:0:1

tempo***
 

3- Alternating DB Hammer
Curls

 SS with:
 Cable Tricep Kickback (use

cable row preferably - have
palm facing towards your

body throughout movement)
3x15, finish each set with 10

partials
 

4- EZ Bar 28's (7 bottom half
reps, 7 top half reps, 7 full

reps, 7 partials) x2
 SS with:

 Overhead tricep extension - 
 (use DB or Rope on cable)

2x20 perform close grip push
ups until failure after second

set
 

What qualifies as a set?
 A true working set is when you have performed the

task to the absolute best of your ability, completely
emptying the tank to the point where you were

fighting for reps to achieve the goal. 
  

Anything less than this effort will translate to you
being the dude at the gym who trains every ay but

hasn't made any unit of progress over the past year.
Don't be that guy - be a savage

 #SavageSzn
 

@jmihalyfit
 Tag me in your ARMageddon

posts :)
 


